Abstract-Further work on the evaluation of a particular set of edge detection schemes is described. The orientational bias of these schemes is addressed in particular. Improved qualitative observations are reported and a comparison of the evaluation method discussed here with another edge detection evaluation method is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
TMAGE segmentation techniques by means of edge detection methods bound in the literature. Previous work in the same area, reported upon by the authors in [1] , concentrated largely upon the proposal of parameters which could lead to a quantified evaluation of such methods. Initial experimental results using the parameters proposed, as well as their comparison with human evaluation, were reported. These evaluation experiments were made using a set of generated edge-containing images containing different contrast to noise ratios. The edges contained in these images were located vertically along the center of the images. The behavior of these parameters using edge orientations other than in the vertical direction was not discussed and is reported here. The method employed here to quantitatively evaluate edge detection performance is compared with a method due to [1] . Under this method, standard sized test images with vertical edges and pseudo-random noise were generated by computer with various ratios of contrast to noise. The output of several edge detectors operating on the test images was then processed in such a manner as to Manuscript received June 5, 1974. [1] . The line information was not considered.
2) The Gaussian edge mask detector due to Macleod [4] . Under this scheme, edge weights were computed for each point by multiplying the gray level value of each point in a surrounding neighborhood by the value of the corresponding point of a mask and summing. The mask consisted of the difference of two Gaussians displaced perpendicular to the expected edge direction, multiplied by a Gaussian envelope which tapered off parallel to the expected edge direction. This mask was given by w(x,y) = e-(ylt)2[e-(x-PIP)2 e-(X+p/p)2]
for edges expected to be in the vertical direction. The absolute value of the resulting edge weights were used in [1] to assess the performance of this scheme. Two sizes of the above mask were used-one with p = t = 4 inside a 7 X 7 square and w(x,y) = 0 outside, and one with p = 4.7 and t -4 inside a 13 X 13 square and w(x,y) = 0 outside.
3) The local difference calculations due to Rosenfeld [5] . Here In the present work, the performance of the three edge detection schemes evaluated in [1] for the vertical orientation is studied at skew orientations. The following changes were made, however, in the implementation of these schemes:
1) It was discovered after publication of [1] that the application density of the operator due to Hueckel was slightly less than that recommended in [3] . Here the application pattern used was identical to that of [3, fig. 5 ], save that edges so found were not followed as indicated there. The resulting differences, however, in the ratings of this scheme were small.
2) Because, in our implementation, the larger mask required increased computer time, only the samller mask of the scheme due to Macleod was used in this work.
3) In [1] , the output of Rosenfeld's method, in which nonmaxima were suppressed, consisted only of the edge weights for which the "best" orientation was vertical. Here, both the vertical "best" orientation output and the horizontal "best" orientation output were used. The edge weight used was the greater of these two at each point. There were two reasons for this change:
a) The two-orientation approach described above was the more natural implementation for most applications; b) At the larger angles, much of the edge information was channeled into the horizontal "best" orientation output. Had only the vertical "best" orientation output been considered, the ratings would have indicated a poorer performance than was actually obtained.
B. Generalization of the Parameters to Arbitrary

Orientations
In principle, the question of orientation biases could be investigated either by rotating the test images or by changing the optimum orientation of the edge detectors. In practice, however, the former of these was the more convenient and reliable. Though rotating test images introduced distortions, it was a well-defined conventional operation which did not appear to bias the results. In contrast, rotating Rosenfeld's edge detector, for example, was not at all well defined, and no good test of Hueckel's operator for hidden orientation biases (which were not found) could be devised other than that of rotating the test images.
Four sets of test images were generated to the same specifications as the test images used in [1] . These were rotated by 150, 300, 450, and 600 (see Table I ). The 600 orientation might seem to be unnecessary because the edge detectors investigated could be readily rotated1 by 90°and the original detector plus the 90°-rotated version together would form the minimum set one could hope to use for arbitrarily oriented edges. But in such a case, the greatest angle an edge could make with an optimum orientation would be 45°. The 600 orientation was included nevertheless since it indicated how rapidly the performance dropped beyond the 450 orientation.
In evaluating the edge detectors' performance on the rotated edges, we were faced with a decision analogous to the one discussed in the beginning of this section, i.e., whether to rotate the edge detector output back so that the edge region was again vertical or to redefine the two parameters in such a manner that they reduced to the original parameters (in the case of vertical edges) and had the same significance for the rotated edges as they did for the unrotated ones. The former approach was adopted because: 1) it was difficult to define parameter 2 in a rotationally invariant manner and 2) rotating the picture back provided a convenient means to eliminate possibly questionable information content. The following illustrates the argument for 2).
Consider a square image with a straight edge passing through the center, oriented 450 to the vertical. In general, one would expect the performance of edge detectors to be poorer at the corners of the image through which the edge passes because information from points removed from the edge, in a direction perpendicular to it, is not available. Rotating the edge detector output back so that the edge is vertical, however, rotates these points out of the image. In general, the effects of the boundary are larger in the test images than they would be in most applications because the test images are small. It is desirable, therefore, in a quantitative evaluation of edge detector performance to minimize such effects. Thresholding the edge detector output was performed after it was rotated back so that the edge region was vertical. As was done for vertical edges, the threshold was determined for each test image to permit enough points to pass to fill the edge region [6] . A difference between the rotated-edge output and the vertical-edge output was that the former contained a greater proportion of points in the edge region than did the latter. Compensation was made for the effect of this on the threshold determination by weighting the points inside and outside the edge region separately in such a manner that the rotated-edge output effectively had the same fraction of points inside the edge region and the same total number of points as did the [1] .
The definitions of the two edge detection performance parameters were generalized to apply to the thresholded edge detector output described above in a straightforward manner. Effectively, the only difference in the form of the thresholded output between nonvertical edges and vertical edges is that the corners of output from test images with nonvertical edges were "rotated out." Consequently, to generalize the definition of parameter 1, it was necessary only to re-express it in such a manner that it was no longer implicitly assumed that the output domain was rectangular. Parameter 2 depended on the edge region being rectangular, but the "rotated out" corners in some cases extended into the edge region. When this occurred, the rows of the edge region which were missing points were excluded from the computation of parameter 2.
The expressions for the two parameters may now be given. Let ntot be the total number of points in the rotated-back edge detector output, ni, the number of such points in the edge region and n0,ut, the number of such points outside the edge region (ntot = nin + nout). Define nO (ne), as in [1] , as the number of ones in the thresholded edge detector output outside (inside) the edge region and let we be the number of columns contained in the rotated-back edge region. Finally let f be a standard fraction of the rotated-back thresholded edge detector output taken up by the edge region. f was used to normalize the edge detector output of the various schemes to a standard proportion of edge region versus nonedge region so as not to bias the results in favor of outputs in which the edge region occupied a greater fraction of the total points. In [1] by the total number of "edge" rows which contain no noise l's.
C. Results
The results of the tests described in the previous paragraph are plotted in Figs. 3-5 . Pictorial results obtained from ERTS satellite imagery shown in Fig. 1 ognized on the basis of the calculation of F5tep over five bands along its length using a simple algorithm suggested by Herskovits. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that parameter 2 forms an alternative indicator of edge detection performance to that of Herskovits in the sense that it varies from a null rating to an ideal rating over roughly the same ratios of contrast to noise. The agreement between parameter 1 and Herskovits' "global detection characteristic" is not as good for the higher contrast-to-noise ratios. This agreement could be made better if the cutoff points, rather than all points for which Fstep exceeded threshold (local maxima) were stored as in [2] , and the "parasite extrema" were removed as was also done in [2] . In addition, the edge region could have been made larger. Only the two columns adjacent to the step edge were used here.
